
WORKSHOP STRUCTURE

9.30 am     Introductions

1.15pm        Activity  (60 mins)

9.40am      Icebreaker Activity 

12.00pm     Report Back (30mins)

Finish  

12.30pm     Lunch (45mins)

10.00am     Activity   (60mins)

4.00pm      Next Steps (10mins)

11.00am     Activity   (60mins)

2.15pm        Activity  (60 mins)

3.15pm        Report Back (45mins)

(10.55am - 10 min break) 

(2.10pm - 10 min break) 

The Croskell PSP is an “infill” precinct that will build on the character of the surrounding Cranbourne and Clyde community.

A central green spine following the course of the future wetlands will provide amenity to residents and workers and create

water reuse opportunities for the precinct. The retention of the undulating topography and existing vegetation will establish

a strong sense of precinct character. Croskell will deliver a regionally significant commercial precinct with over 3000 jobs,

along with a mix of housing typologies and densities. The precinct will extend the Thompsons Road business corridor, to

attract employers by leveraging the precinct’s strong connections to other employment areas in the south east, including the

Dandenong National Employment and Innovation Cluster. Croskell will emphasise local and regional connections, delivering

a road and pathway network that encourages walking and active modes of transport and supports the use of emerging

transport technologies. The precinct will connect workers and residents to internal destinations and surrounding activity

centres, as well as link with connections to the Cranbourne Railway Station and the future Cranbourne East Railway station.

The precinct will be well serviced by public transport along the arterial roads and the internal connector road network.

Emerging Vision Statement 

Day 1 - Monday 11 July 

Croskell PSP 

Co-Design Workshop 

IT HELP HUB  QUICK REFERENCE LINKS 

Co-Design Introductory

 Video 

Copy and Paste URL: Croskell PSP

Workshop Video - July2022 Final2 -

YouTube
Open link

Click on the bottom right hand side of the image to follow the link or copy and paste the URL

Pre - Co Design

Workshop Outcome

Report 

Copy and Paste URL: Croskell-PSP-

Pre-Co-design-Landowner-

Workshop-Summary-Report-April-

2022.pdf (vpa-

web.s3.amazonaws.com)
Open link

VPA - Croskell 

Website 

Copy and Paste URL: Croskell

Precinct Structure Plan - VPA
Open link

Need help with zooming:

 There are a few options here! 

With the scroll wheel on your mouse

or

Using the trackpad on your laptop

(NOTE: If using the Chrome browser,

you can pinch to zoom in.

Otherwise, the two finger scroll will

zoom with the trackpad).

Panning is also critical to getting

around a mural. 

To pan with the mouse, click and

hold background. Then move left or

right. Or, use the trackpad with two

fingers.

Notice that you can see where you

are in the mural in the mini-screen in

the bottom right.

Need help with panning:
Need help with adding a

sticky note:

 Double click on the background of

a mural to create a sticky note

without having to enter the toolbar.

Need help with adding

content:

To add content, explore thedrawing

toolkit under each activity map on

the right. You'll see options to add ,

shapes, connectors, icons, and

sticky notes. 

Drag any element onto the mural,

and position it where you want. 

You can also add images and PDF

documents to your mural straight

from your hard drive. Just drag a file

into your mural, and drop it in place.

Need help with using

shortcuts:

Some of the more common

shortcuts include:

DELETE or BACKSPACE Deletes

an element

CTRL or CMD + Z = Undo

CTRL or CMD + C = Copy

CTRL or CMD + V = Paste

You can select multiple elements at

once with the SHIFT key.

Need more help! 

David Housden (MURAL) - 0413 681 869 

Kingsley McGlew (Teams) - 03 9651 9668 

Emerald Thompson (MURAL) - 0400 146 160 

Unnamed area

A windsock 

A yellow hat 

A green back pack 

A bag of cement 

A dinosaur 

A bag of fruit 

4 red tulips 

A sleeping baby 

A goose 

A glass of water 

A pair of red shoes 

A blue rabbit 

A fox 

Number 26 

A black and white

hat 

A whistle 

A milk truck 

Ice Breaker Activity 

Where Am I ?? 

Use the scroll function on your mouse to zoom in and

around the image to find the items below. 

Once you have found them, double click on the item

and write your name on a sticky note. 

Now you have had time to familarise yourself

with the image, choose a character which best

represents you and introduce yourself to the

group 

note: you do not need to be too serious in

choosing a character

Sarah S

Siddharth

Padhye

(MW) -

yellow hat

sarah s

Mitchell

Mackenzie

(DET)

Siddharth

Padhye

(MW) -

goose

sarah s

Siddharth

Padhye

(MW) - no.

26

Sarah s

Jacob

RowanRowan

Rowan

Rowan

Unnamed area

ACTIVITY #3 - Transport Network (60min)

Connector Cross

Easement

Key References:

Connector

Connector Boulevard

Access Street

Shared Path 

To validate the proposed transport plan and ICP items and

receive feedback. To explore alternative road/path

configurations as suggested by attendees.

Q: Are the locations of the roads appopraite? Could the road

alignments be changed,  if so where and why?

Q: Are there other connections that are needed or

preferred, if so where and why? 

Q: Are the directions on this plan appropriate, if not what

should be changed?

Q: Are the locations of shared path appropriate? Are any

changes needed, if  so where? 

Q: Does the Collector Road Boulevard Cross Section

provide an appropriate movement corridor? (See cross

section below)

Q: Does the road network sufficiently seperate employment

traffic from residential traffic? 

Drawing Key

Part A - Key Questions

General Comments /

Examples/ Photo

Part B - Easement Considerations

Q: What are the design options if the two proposed road

crossings over the easement are not achieved?

Q: How can precinct connectivity in the event of no road

crossings be faciliated? What are other ways to connect the

community? 

Q: If road crossings need to be reduce, what road should be

prioritised?

Drawing Tool Kit:

Suggest

Hammersley Drive

extension run

straight through

rather than deviate

north and south

Suggest Casey

Fields Boulevard

should run straight to

the pipe track and

then deviate to

connect in the south

to existing

PSP Features & Principles: 

T6 Off-road bicycle paths should be provided on all connector streets

and arterial roads, connecting with the Principal Bicycle Network and

Strategic Cycling Corridors where possible.

T8 Pedestrian and cyclist crossings provided every 400-800m, where

appropriate, along arterial roads, rail lines, waterways and any other

accessibility barriers

T9 95% of dwellings should be located within either of the following

walking distances, 800m to a train station, 600m to a tram stop or

400m to a future bus route or bus capable road.

F 6.1 Streets should be carefully and deliberately designed (in terms of

their scale, design speeds, configuration and landscaping treatments)

to respond to the site context (i.e. topography, natural features),

proposed land use context (i.e. future urban form, intensity of activity)

and to support early habits for walking and cycling.

500m radius

200m radius

Seems to be a

lot of road

infrastructure in

this location

It is essential

that Casey

Fields Boulevard

be retained as a

crossing point

Activity Purpose  Step 1 - Comment on draft plan  Step 2 - Add layer descriptions  Step 3 - Draw alternative negotiated outcomes(30min) (10min) (20min)

Why is the

road aligned to

the

transmission

easement.

Donahue Street is too

narrow for school buses

and higher traffic

volumes. Widen

Donahue Street or

duplicate to become

Access Street - Level 2

Boulevard

Consider realignment of this

connector to go around

heritage house or to stop at

heritage house. The reason

for this is to deter trucks

from travelling through

residential areas and to use

Thompson's road instead

Mixing

commercial and

residential traffic

should be

avoided 

Keep Connector

within developable

area. Connector

along easement is

poor design

outcome

Given the easement is a

major barrier to connecting

the north and the south,

please ensure a pedestrian

path is constructed every

400m to encourage active

transport through the

precinct

crossing desal:

loss of access

and maintenance

issues if there are

crossovers

Connector Boulevard is

appropriate but

redesigned to have

shared paths and

shadeways on both sides

and wider parking lane

that could become a

traffic lanes in future 

A signalised intersection

at Goulburn/ Linsell Blvd.

is preferred to safely

channel school and AOS

traffic and to  improve

pedestrian connectivity

road network

must support

schools - bus

pick up

would you

deviate road

alignment due to

sag in

transmission pile

ons?

Agree too many roads

around school. Ensure

Donahue St is bus

capable connection

between Goulburn

Street and Casey Fields

Blvd

Has Ausnet endorsed

crossing locations of

transmission lines.

Issue in Lara West

later down the track,

despite intial

planning.

Goulburn Street

and Donahue

Street

intersection

poorly aligned

Need to consider

impacts of road

alignment here on

flooding and

drainage

Could you

upgrade desal

power to be

overhead in this

section of land?

should the ultimate

section of the road

(34m) has to be

delivered at once to

avoid disturbing the

land subject to the

pipeline more than

necessary

Why can't Desal

cable be on a

Pylon like the

rest of the

electricity

infrastructure?

realign to avoid

mixing trucks

with residential 

council - need for

connector road.

Don't want to lock

out 4 lane road.

Need to size

appropriately  

pedestrian crossings

firstly have to be justified

and approved and

secondarily lightest

touch - eg raised

boardwalk with no

impeding of the VDP

easement

connections

south most

important for

schools

Road network in

terms of how it is

servicing the

proposed school

sites looks pretty

good (Lisel)

western

connector

tbd. not

deemed

necessary?

Don't want too

much residential

development

directly abutting the

school site - too

much conflict

Need at least one road

abutting proposed

school sites to be bus

capable and enable

cars to pass in both

directions when bus is

parked outside school

(Lisel)

Importance of this

crossing providing local

connections for

communities in the north

and south. Berwick-

Cranbourne Road is very

hostile for vulnerable

road users

Road network in

terms of how it is

servicing the

proposed school

sites looks pretty

good (Lisel)

Realigning the east-

west road north of the

heritage house would

allow greater open

space/water

opportunities south of

the house

For this school,

access to the

residential areas to

the west, south and

east is more important

than access to the

north (Lisel)

For this school, access to

the residential areas to the

west, south and east is

more important than

access to the north,

although some students

will come from the north

(Lisel)

signalised

intersection as

per comments

on other map

potential

need for

concept plan

within PSP

How would

this look like

without a north

south

connector?

I don't think it matters

whether the east west

connector is to the north or

south of the school site

(don't need both), but ideally

would have indented

parking on the school side of

the road for any connector

street abutting a school site

(Lisel)

Too many

Connectors in this

location. Don't

need them both

north and south of

School

a more direct

east west

connection 

if there are no

crossings, traffic

will have to split

east west and use

arterial roads

Consider

upgrading rd

to sth of

school to

connector

Unnamed area

ACTIVITY #4 - Community Infrastructure & Open Space  (60min)

Key References:

To validate proposed community infrastructure, open space and

drainage locations and receive feedback. To explore alternative

locations as suggested by attendees.

Q: Are community infrastructure uses located in the most

appropriate locations, what should be changed, where and

why?

Q: How could these uses better leverage off existing or

proposed features of the plan?

Q: Are there alternatives to the proposed drainage and

wetlands outcomes for the precinct?

Q: Are there other uses or infrastructure items that can be

located within the transmission easement, if so where? 

Q: What are some real infrastructure projects which could

be used as reference for Croskell? 

Q: Are the directions on this plan appropriate, what could be

changed? Do directions on the plan respond best to

topography and existing vegetation? 

Q: Does the Transmission Line Easement Concept Plan (see

below) provide adequate community infrastructure and

open space elements, where are there further opportunities

or changes, and why? 

Drawing Key

Secondary School

Local Sports Reserve

Activity Purpose 

Key Questions

Community Facility

Primary School

General Comments /

Examples/ Photo

Step 1 - Comment on draft plan  Step 2 - Add layer descriptions  Step 3 - Draw alternative negotiated outcomes(30min) (10min) (20min)

PSP Features & Principles: 

T18 The location of dwellings should achieve the following accessibility targets in

relation to education and community facilities: 70% of dwellings located within

800m of a government primary school, 100% of dwellings located within 3,200m

of a government secondary school, 80% of dwellings located within 800m of a

community facility, 80% of dwellings located within 800m of a health facility.

T11 The open space network should seek to meet the following minimum targets:

• Within residential areas (including activity centres): 10% of net developable area

for local parks and sports field reserves, 3-5% of net developable area set aside

for local parks, 5-7% of net developable area set aside for sports field reserves,

Within dedicated employment and/ or economic activity areas, 2% of the net

developable area for local parks.

  

F 10.4 The location and scale of open space should respond to and optimise

integration with the existing topography, waterway features, landscape features,

biodiversity conservation areas and cultural heritage values.

Education and community facilities should be co-located within community hubs,

have good visual and physical links to a local centre, be located on connector

streets, linked by walking and cycling paths, be located in proximity to high-

quality public transport where possible, be located away from potential hazards.

potentially open spaceto enhance viewlines,passive rec.

Local Park

Drawing Tool Kit:

Opportunity to remodel

the drainage to achieve

retardation on either side

of the pipe track.  This

has a range of urban

design benefits

500m radius

200m radius

could you

amolgomate the

residential land

between rec?

An access road to

Berwick-

Cranbourne Road is

essential to

connect the active

open space 

Another option for a community facility

could be in some kind of urban heart

here that the employment community

can access. There seems to be a need

for a hub for Casey’s arts and culture

community, a space for performing,

craft/makers, gallery, outside art

exhibition (this is currently being further

investigated by Council, but could likely

be accommodated within a large

flexible space and tie into the business

community here as well as the natural

features)
Pedestrian crossings firstly

have to be approved and

secondly prefer the lightest

touch possible eg raised

boardwalk not  impacting

the VDP easement 

engineering

option for a

narrowing of

drainage

infrastructure??

Urban bush

reserve to

separate

residential and

commercial

precincts

Could be a location for a community

facility -1.5ha site required for a flexible

community facility which incorporates a

large hall with a capacity of 200 people

that can be adjusted to various sizes

(moveable walls), a commercial kitchen,

smaller meeting rooms, also for the

business community (co-working

spaces), an outdoor area, a location

along the northern boundary of the

powerline easement, in vicinity of the

secondary school would be ideal

This is a business

with RESIDENTIAL

Precinct. Need

Passive provision to

respond to this.

utilise natural

features for

employment

entrance

Surely this

should be a

consolidated

active space.

Don't need

this road.

Incorporate

access within

AOS.

GB comment - is this

the size needed to

provide appropriate

sportsfields or is it

just a prorat

allocation

primary school best

located for

catchment, and not

to take away from

other local schools

Need to check status

of native vegetation

on school site  does

any need to be

retained - needsd to

confirm

Biodiversity/Ecological trail/

corridor supported by

council along the

easement. Ability to provide

improved amenities

(seating, signage,

landscaping, drinking

fountains, meandering path/

trail)

not large

enough for

sports rec, may

need to retain

as passive

waterway to act as

linear rec,

pedestrian paths,

enhancing native

veg.

Consider adjoining POS to

heritage site instead of road to

create greater amenity and view

lines of green space and

potentially a wetland, if that

option were taken up. This would

create future opportunities for

diverse uses of the heritage site. 

linkage to northern

parkland

Retarding basin

could be

redesigned to

integrate with

open space

Isolated

location.

Better as

Open Space

option for

passive open

space

allocation?

option: consolidate

open space, Or

consolidate schools,

primary adjacent.

kinder to be located

with primary.

schools north of

easement?

conflict with

employment?

DET open to

secondary school

subject to

appropriate

resinetial and no

amenity conflicts

with employment

Ensure the POS is

functional, rather

than placing it in 'left

over' spaces. 70m x

70m dimension is the

ideal

how can we ensure

the natural amenity

is captured with

the open space?

MW to further

explore? 

should be open space ?

Open space location /

size and proportions

configured to assist in

road network

confirguartion (esidential

/ commercial traffic

balance issues

ensure continuous trail and connectivity with existing and new pipe tracks

Potential larger

sports field to offset

possible removal of

lawn bowls OS to

south east

pre prep

commitment will

have

implications for

land allocation

lack of general

community

facilties, not

related to schools.

social support, arts

etc.

This is the

alternate

drainage option

prepared by

Afflux

Unnamed area

ACTIVITY #3 - Transport Network (60min)

Connector Cross

Easement

Key References:

Connector

Connector Boulevard

Access Street

Shared Path 

To validate the proposed transport plan and ICP items and

receive feedback. To explore alternative road/path

configurations as suggested by attendees.

Q: Are the locations of the roads appopraite? Could the road

alignments be changed,  if so where and why?

Q: Are there other connections that are needed or

preferred, if so where and why? 

Q: Are the directions on this plan appropriate, if not what

should be changed?

Q: Are the locations of shared path appropriate? Are any

changes needed, if  so where? 

Q: Does the Collector Road Boulevard Cross Section

provide an appropriate movement corridor? (See cross

section below)

Q: Does the road network sufficiently seperate employment

traffic from residential traffic? 

Drawing Key

Part A - Key Questions

General Comments /

Examples/ Photo

Part B - Easement Considerations

Q: What are the design options if the two proposed road

crossings over the easement are not achieved?

Q: How can precinct connectivity in the event of no road

crossings be faciliated? What are other ways to connect the

community? 

Q: If road crossings need to be reduce, what road should be

prioritised?

Drawing Tool Kit:PSP Features & Principles: 

T6 Off-road bicycle paths should be provided on all connector streets

and arterial roads, connecting with the Principal Bicycle Network and

Strategic Cycling Corridors where possible.

T8 Pedestrian and cyclist crossings provided every 400-800m, where

appropriate, along arterial roads, rail lines, waterways and any other

accessibility barriers

T9 95% of dwellings should be located within either of the following

walking distances, 800m to a train station, 600m to a tram stop or

400m to a future bus route or bus capable road.

F 6.1 Streets should be carefully and deliberately designed (in terms of

their scale, design speeds, configuration and landscaping treatments)

to respond to the site context (i.e. topography, natural features),

proposed land use context (i.e. future urban form, intensity of activity)

and to support early habits for walking and cycling.

500m radius

200m radius

Activity Purpose  Step 1 - Comment on draft plan  Step 2 - Add layer descriptions  Step 3 - Draw alternative negotiated outcomes(30min) (10min) (20min)

currently no

development

adjoining road. if not

funded in ICP how is

this built?

Duncan

is this north connection

needed or can it be

rationalised.  note that

other discussion was that

the conversion of the

residential land to the

north may be converted to

commercial 

OPPORTUNITY TO

BETTER ALIGN ROAD

NETWORKS, IF A

RATIONALISED

WATERWAY SOLUTION

CAN BE RESOLVED.

WILL ALSO MAXIMISE

EMPLOYMENT LAND

OPPORTUNITY

FOR CASEY

FIELDS BLVD TO

BE

STRAIGTENED

UP

Adopting a drainage

solution proposed by

MAB provides more

regular connector

road alignments to

maximise employment

land

SUPPORT

SERVICE

LANES

IF RESIDENTIAL IS

PREFERRED TO BE

EMPLOYMENT,

TRANSPORT WILL BE

IMPORTANT TO

ASSESS.

Potential for

service road

access along

Thompsons

Road

IF IT IS EMPLOYMENT

YOU WANT THE

ABILITY TO HAVE

AFLEXIBLE ROAD

NETWORK TO ALLOW

MOVEMENT

East - west

Connector will have

commercial traffic

and will need  to

accommodate B

triples

Need to avoid

having proposed

school sites

anywhere near

roads carrying

heavy freight

vehicles

A CLEAR LEGIBLE

TRANSPORT

NETWORK PATTERN

WILL SET UP THE

PRCINCT

BEHAVIOUR

Need to ensure

heavy commercial

vehicles won't 

adversely impact on

the proposed

schools

UTILISING THE

HIGH VOLTAGE

EASEMENT FOR

OPEN SPACE,

DRAINAGE AND

MOVEMENT

Good point Duncan - need to

have some reasonably direct

vehicle (and pedestrian /

cycling) access to the

proposed school site from

residential areas to the east

of this site. Having to go via

Linsell Blvd is not ideal.

(Lisel)

2 LANE PLUS

PARKING, BUT

OPPORTUNITY

TO BECOME 4

LANE.

Unnamed area

ACTIVITY #4 - Community Infrastructure & Open Space  (60min)

Key References:

To validate proposed community infrastructure, open space and

drainage locations and receive feedback. To explore alternative

locations as suggested by attendees.

Q: Are community infrastructure uses located in the most

appropriate locations, what should be changed, where and

why?

Q: How could these uses better leverage off existing or

proposed features of the plan?

Q: Are there alternatives to the proposed drainage and

wetlands outcomes for the precinct?

Q: Are there other uses or infrastructure items that can be

located within the transmission easement, if so where? 

Q: What are some real infrastructure projects which could

be used as reference for Croskell? 

Q: Are the directions on this plan appropriate, what could be

changed? Do directions on the plan respond best to

topography and existing vegetation? 

Q: Does the Transmission Line Easement Concept Plan (see

below) provide adequate community infrastructure and

open space elements, where are there further opportunities

or changes, and why? 

Drawing Key

Secondary School

Local Sports Reserve

Activity Purpose 

Key Questions

Community Facility

Primary School

General Comments /

Examples/ Photo

Step 1 - Comment on draft plan  Step 2 - Add layer descriptions  Step 3 - Draw alternative negotiated outcomes(30min) (10min) (20min)

PSP Features & Principles: 

T18 The location of dwellings should achieve the following accessibility targets in

relation to education and community facilities: 70% of dwellings located within

800m of a government primary school, 100% of dwellings located within 3,200m

of a government secondary school, 80% of dwellings located within 800m of a

community facility, 80% of dwellings located within 800m of a health facility.

T11 The open space network should seek to meet the following minimum targets:

• Within residential areas (including activity centres): 10% of net developable area

for local parks and sports field reserves, 3-5% of net developable area set aside

for local parks, 5-7% of net developable area set aside for sports field reserves,

Within dedicated employment and/ or economic activity areas, 2% of the net

developable area for local parks.

  

F 10.4 The location and scale of open space should respond to and optimise

integration with the existing topography, waterway features, landscape features,

biodiversity conservation areas and cultural heritage values.

Education and community facilities should be co-located within community hubs,

have good visual and physical links to a local centre, be located on connector

streets, linked by walking and cycling paths, be located in proximity to high-

quality public transport where possible, be located away from potential hazards.

Local Park

Drawing Tool Kit: 500m radius

200m radius

inequitable distribution

of openspace compared

to need generated by

precinct. Need

mechanism for external

funding contribution

Can easement

be utilised for

some aspects of

open space

Duncan

School in this location

is outside the PSP

area and inconsistant

with the approved

development plan

utilise easement

for retarding

basin function

Duncan

DRAINAGE, BALANCE

BETWEEN LAND TAKE

AND OTHER USES,

VERSUS NEED TO GET

ACROSS THE CABLE IN A

EFFICIENT AND SADE

WAY

MAB's revised drainage solution

provides a for a more efficient use of

land and enables all aspects of the

urban structure to be refined and

improved. Freeing up of the UFZ land

provides less of an impact on the overall

PSP and needs to be further explored

MW and the VPA

CAN THE EASTMENT

FUNCTION AS

WETLAND/DRAINAGE

RETENTION

UTILISE

EASEMENT FOR

CARPARKING

REDUCING THE

WATERWAYS GIVES

FLEXIBILIT FOR OTHER

LAND USES. MORE

OPTIONS FOR SCHOOL

LOCATION FOR

EXAMPLE

PREFERENCE FOR

COUNCIL TO ENSURE

WESTERN OPEN

SPACE COMPONENT

REMAINS SMALL

General Comments /

Examples/ Photo

Step 2 - Add layer descriptions 

Unnamed area

Add reference to

industrial /

employment in

additon to

commercial

development

Agree too many roads

around school. Ensure

Agree too many roads

around school. Ensure

intersection as

per comments

on other map

intersection as

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lF1mEkNpdY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lF1mEkNpdY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lF1mEkNpdY
https://vpa-web.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Croskell-PSP-Pre-Co-design-Landowner-Workshop-Summary-Report-April-2022.pdf
https://vpa.vic.gov.au/project/croskell/#supporting-documentation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lF1mEkNpdY



